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San Antonio Holiday Regional

   10am � Stratified 299er Pairs
9:30am � Morning Side Series (5/5)

9:30am � Gold Rush Pairs (1/2)

9:30am � A/X/Y Pairs (1/2)
9:30am � Bracketed Swiss (1/2)

2:30pm ���� Stratified 299er Pairs
9:30am � Afternoon Side Series (6/6)

9: am � Gold Rush Pairs (2/2)

:3a m � A/X/Y Pairs (2/2)
9 a m � Bracketed Swiss (2/2)

Today’s Schedule ()

Speaker

1:45pm
La Joya

Today’s

   10am � A/X Swiss (1/2)
9:30a    � 0-2500 Bracketed Swiss (1/2)

       tba A/X Swiss (2/2)
9:30am 0-2500 Bracketed Swiss (2/2)

Tomorrow’s Schedule ()

ACBL offers beginner classes online
reproduced from Austin NABC Daily Bulletin for December 3, 2021

The ACBL launched Intro to Bridge this year, an online beginner bridge course. A new set of classes will begin in January.

The program consists of ten 90-minute lessons with plenty of practice built in. Students can expect to begin playing during the first
lesson. The $50 cost includes a 90-day free trial of Shark Bridge, the platform on which the practice hands are played.

Intro to Bridge was developed with Patty Tucker, an ACBL Hall of Fame member and legendary bridge teacher. She is a leader in
bridge education for all ages and specializes in guiding players who are just beginning. Course instructors include Patty Tucker, Eli
Jolley, Morris “mojo” Jones and Morgan Johnstone.

Students who are familiar with other card games – especially trick-taking games, like spades, euchre or war, are off to a good
start. Some comments from students who have taken the course:

� Not only was this excellent instruction, but meeting and practicing with different people from all over North America was so

enjoyable. I enjoyed everyone I dealt with. Great class. Thanks everyone.

� The classes were extremely well-paced and covered enough of the basics to that one could actually start playing. I enjoyed

being given time to play and practice the lesson of the day.

� My impression of the game before the course was that it

was very complicated. The course broke it down into
manageable concepts that build one on another and while it is
a very sophisticated game, it now makes sense!

It is strongly recommend that students attend the classes on
a PC or Mac desktop computer rather than on a tablet or
phone. While tablets can be used, these devices make
navigation much harder. Space is limited. Register at
my.acbl.org/events/learn-bridge



Speakers

Thomas Rush is our Wednesday speaker. Early in his
bridge career, Thomas read every bridge book in the

Berkeley Public Library. This gave him a deep
understanding of bidding theory and why systems work

(or don’t!). He uses 25 years of Toastmasters
membership to craft his knowledge into compelling

presentations for beginners through advanced players.
He is representing District 16 in the Grand National

Teams for the second time this year, and has also
represented the district in the NAP twice, finishing as

high as third overall.

He is retired from a 25-year career with Compaq and HP

where he did a lot of technical training and delivered
presentations to technicians all the way up to CEOs. He

now teaches bridge and is a certified for ACBL Best

Practices.

50% Better Bridge
Wednesday 1:45pm (La Joya Ballroom)

Sincere thanks to Thomas, and all of our speakers this
week, for taking the time to share their knowledge,
experience and insights with us.

Results on ACBL Live

https://live.acbl.org



Tuesday Morning Pairs Series

Tuesday A/X/Y Pairs

Tuesday Gold Rush Pairs



Tuesday Bracketed Swiss (Bracket 1)

Tuesday Bracketed Swiss (Bracket 2)


